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2024 Admissions for International Applicants Now Open



	Russian Government Scholarships: Study at HSE University for free
Available to undergraduate and graduate students


Apply before April 1, 2024




	HSE University: One of Russia’s Top Universities
	One of the top universities in Eastern Europe and Eurasia
	International reach and cooperation





	International Students from Across the World
	International students study on-campus and remotely
	A wide range of scholarships and comprehensive support





	Student Research Papers Competition
in Probability and Related Topics
International competition for undergraduate, specialist, and graduate students of any university


Paper submission until April 30
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News
All news
	Community

‘It Truly Felt Like a Mini India’
On March 22, the Atrium on Pokrovsky Boulevard turned into a venue to celebrate ‘Holi: the Festival of Colours,’ organised by the Department of Internationalisation. The festival was put together on the initiative of the HSE Indian Club in cooperation and with the Jawaharlal Nehru Cultural Centre of the Embassy of India.



	On Campus

JINR and HSE University Launch Systemic Collaboration
On March 29, HSE University signed a cooperation agreement with the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. The agreement outlines the primary areas of cooperation between the organisations, including participation in NICA Megascience Project experiments, collaborative activities in theoretical physics and information technology, and the development of human resources through joint training initiatives.



	Education

HSE and Yandex to Expand Collaboration in Training AI Specialists
Over the next ten years, the partnership between Yandex and the HSE Faculty of Computer Science will broaden across three key areas: new programmes, AI research, and the application of neural networks in education. Established by HSE University and Yandex a decade ago, the Faculty of Computer Science has emerged as a frontrunner in training AI experts, with a total of 3,385 graduates over this period.



	On Campus

Newly-Elected HSE Academic Council Examines National Technological Priorities
On March 27, 2024 the first meeting of the newly-elected HSE Academic Council was held. The meeting approved the list and composition of commissions responsible for the preliminary consideration of issues prior to their inclusion in the Council’s agenda. The attendees also discussed Russia's technological priorities and outlined ways for university staff members to participate in addressing technological development challenges.



	Research & Expertise

HSE University Satellites: Three Years in Orbit
In March 2024, HSE University celebrated an important milestone—the third anniversary of the successful operation in orbit of its first CubeSX-HSE and CubeSX-Sirius-HSE satellites. These spacecraft, created on the basis of the CubeSat platform for Earth observation, continue to function actively, confirming high technological standards and reliability of the university's developments.



	Admissions

‘High Grades Open Up Many Opportunities for You Here’
Bai Xinyi, 24, comes from Ankang, a small city in China. She is pursuing a master’s degree in Economics and Economic Policy at the HSE Faculty of Economic Sciences. Below, she speaks about the application process, shares some details of her favourite courses, and reminisces about talking to friendly passers-by in the streets of Moscow.



	Education

‘We Have Promising Opportunities with Africa, and It Is Important to Foster Cooperation’
A Strategic Session focusing on cooperation between Russia and African countries in the sphere of higher education was held at HSE University's building on Pokrovsky Bulvar. The event was attended by representatives of HSE University, rectors of other Russian universities, and ambassadors and ministers of higher education from several African states.



	Education

HSE University to Improve Qualifications of Russian Lawyers from Companies Doing Business in China and India
HSE University’s Faculty of Law has developed two new CPD programmes: ‘Introduction to the Indian Legal System’ and ‘Introduction to the Chinese Legal System.’ Practising lawyers from these countries will teach at the programmes, while leading local law universities will act as partners. 



	On Campus

University Meets the Interests of Russia: Key Priorities of HSE Development
On March 19, the HSE Staff and Student Conference, which was attended by 727 delegates, took place at the Russia Expo. At the event, a vote for 87 candidates to the elected part of the HSE Academic Council was held, all of which received the required number of votes.
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Events
All events
	04April
International conference 'Birational Geometry'
Starts at 11:00Online

	04April
Honorary lecture by Academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences prof. Jacques Sapir 
Starts at 15:00

	04April
Seminar 'Cyclical Dynamics of the Macrofinancial Market of Debt and Money'
Starts at 16:20Online

	04April
Workshop 'Strengthening Academic Writing Self-efficacy: Positive Psychology Approach'
Starts at 17:30

	08April
Movie Night at Pokrovka
Starts at 17:00

	09April
Workshop 'How to Criticize Politely'
Starts at 17:30
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HSE University 360°
Show more
University Life 
News and events for HSE students and staff


HSE Dormitories

HSE Library 
On-campus libraries and remote access


Pokrovka
One of the most modern university complexes in Russia



HSE University Strategic Development



Alumni
Careers, loyalty programmes, and mentorship


International Prep Year
Study Russian and complete a general preparatory course

Young Scientists
Early-career researchers talk about their work at HSE University


University Buildings 
Campuses, dorms, accommodation options



Careers at HSE Universty 
International faculty recruitment



Life in Moscow 
HSE University recommends


International Student Support 

IQ: Commentary by HSE Experts
Research and education


International Faculty Support



Sports at HSE University 
Sports clubs, gyms, contests



HSE International Olympiad 
INTO HSE: your chance to get a discount or study for free at HSE University


Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey – HSE 
Nationally representative surveys since 1992

HSE Library e-resources 
Get access to databases and periodicals


Summer Schools



Joint Economic and Social Data Archive
Free access to results of empirical research in social sciences






Student Voices

I appreciate the opportunity to study at HSE, as it is one of the most prestigious universities in Russia. HSE University has the best environment to help me grow academically. Education is serious here and requires a lot from students to pass subjects, which in turn motivates me to study harder.


Thu Trang Pham (Vietnam), Bachelor’s student at the Faculty of World Economy and International Relations



Travelling to Russia as an international student was a safe and easy experience. Foreign students can easily move around the city and visit tourist attractions. HSE University has become not only a university for me, but also a home, a special place where I met my wife and countless good friends from all over the world.


Daniel Suarez (Colombia), Master’s programme in Agrarian Economics



Life in the dormitory at HSE has been an extensive and immersive experience, allowing me to embrace cultural diversity on a whole new level. Sharing meals, celebrating festivals, and engaging in cultural exchanges made every day a memorable experience, and it felt like a global community within the dormitory walls.


Ayomide Adedini (Nigeria), Master’s programme in Political Analysis and Public Policy 



Studying and living in Russia is amazing. I am sure that HSE is going to provide unique opportunities and crucial knowledge for my career. I feel the possibility to build my future with my hands and on my own.


Lorenzo Trufolo (Italy), Master’s programme in International Trade Policy



I chose the Population and Development programme due to the various perspectives and methods that are taught throughout the course, and that was indeed the most exciting part about it. Even though the programme was challenging, the professors' assistance and guidance has been extremely valuable.


Lana Al-Halabi (Syria), Master's programme ‘Population and Development’



As an aspiring economist and statistician, I wanted to broaden my horizons and gain a global perspective in the field of economics. HSE’s reputation for excellence in economics made it the perfect choice for me.


Richard Asiamah (Ghana), Master’s programme ‘Stochastic Modelling in Economics and Finance’




HSE University in Numbers

[image: ]95 %
of alumni find employment within six months of graduation

[image: ]> 55,000
students and doctoral students

[image: ]> 400
international partners

[image: ]>5,000
instructors and researchers
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centres of excellence
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Contacts

International Admissions


inter@hse.ru


admissions.hse.ru/en


+7 495 531-00-59


 


 


Map of HSE Buildings


International Students Support


istudents.support@hse.ru


istudents.hse.ru/en


+7 495 772-95-90, ext. 27661


Emergency hotline: +7 (985) 040-13-55


 


Main campus: 11 Pokrovsky Bulvar


International Faculty Recruitment


iri@hse.ru


iri.hse.ru


+7 495 772-95-90, ext. 27676


International Faculty Support


ifaculty.support@hse.ru


ifaculty.hse.ru


PR Office


press@hse.ru


pr.hse.ru/en/


+7 495 772 9567
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